Options Selection Menu
In the Options selection view you can touch any of the buttons to load
the selected tool within the Additional Features view area:
Additional Feature Area
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All of the buttons in the “Additional Features” area opens a tool to do
specific calculations not included in the real HP-12C. A brief description
of then is in the following table. To get a detailed description, select the
desire topic in the list at the left under the “Options” subtitle.

Button

Action
Shows up the complete Amortization schedule of a
loan according to the values stored in the “n”, “i”,
“PV” and “PMT” financial registers and the payment
mode (“BEG” or “END”) setting.
Shows the Black-Scholes Option Valuation Model
tool to calculate the value of a CALL and PUT options.
Shows Bond calculation tool with Annual or Semiannual bonds with Actual or 360 days calendars.
Shows up a tool to edit and calculate regular or variable interval cash flows entries.
Shows a tool to manage free date based cash flows
and interest rates like in a family loan or a bank credit
line.
Shows a tool to convert a currency amount in any
other currency. The rate between the currencies can
be updated “on-Line” or entered manually.
Shows up a tool to calculate five type of problems.
The Bill-Tip-Total-Split; the Price-Cost-Margin &
Markup; the Percent Change; the Percent of Total;
and interest conversion problems.
Shows up a tool useful to edit and debug programs
that allows to execute one line at a time with "Undo".
Shows up a extended set of math and scientific functions, including trigonometric, hyperbolic, combinations, permutations, angular conversions, etc...
Shows up a tool to edit and calculate statistic data
including four common Curve-Fitting models.
Shows up a tool to enter, edit and solve equations.
Each variable can be calculated knowing the others.
Shows up a tool to convert or edit among different
physical units grouped in categories.

Toolbar Button Action
Interface Orientation is set to automatic. The RML-12 Finance Center
will rotate and adjust its layout to match the current iPad orientation.
Interface orientation is locked. The RLM-12 Finance Center will keep its
layout regardless of the iPad orientation.
Shows Help View with the Overview topic selected.
Pop up the Action Menu for the Option Selection View (see below).
Shows the “general Settings” view to customize the RLM-12 Finance
Center application.

Actions Menu Items
Load Data File Show the file dialog to load a previously saved data file.
Show the file dialog to save the current content of the Pro-

Save Data File gram Memory, Stack, Financial and Storage registers.
Backup All (*)

Build an email attaching a backup compressed file with all
the content of the application’s Document directory.

Cancel

Close the menu.

(*): To restore a backup compressed file, first exit the RLM-12 Finance
Center application, send the backup email to the iPad mail account.
Open the message with the Mail app and click in the attached backup
file.

